
 

 

ESCALATOR LIVE ART 2013 / 4 – FOR PRODUCERS & ARTISTS 
 
APPLICATION GUIDELINES -  STAGE ONE 
 
Background 
 
Escalator is a talent development initiative which aims to identify, nurture and 
establish creative talent in the East across all art forms. 
 
There are several strands of Escalator – Escalator Performing Arts, Escalator East 
To Edinburgh, Escalator Music, Escalator Visual Arts, Escalator Live Art, Escalator 
Dance, Escalator Digital.  
 
Escalator Live Art is managed by Colchester Arts Centre and supported by Arts 
Council England East.   
 
Two Stage Application Process 
 
Stage One 
 
This is by completing and submitting the Escalator Live Art application form – 
available online at www.colchesterartscentre.com 

 
Stage Two 
 
Artists selected at Stage One will generally go through to Stage Two which is an 
application through the standard Arts Council England Grants For The Arts (G4A) 
application process.  There is no guarantee of success. Help and support will be 
offered in the writing and submission of the G4A application.  Artists successful 
at Stage One may not always require G4A support and will be enlisted onto the 
scheme without Stage Two. 
 
Deadlines: 
 
STAGE ONE  -  MONDAY 11th NOVEMBER 12 NOON 
STAGE TWO  -  FRIDAY 6TH DECEMBER MIDNIGHT 
 
Who can apply? 
 
 
Escalator Live Art is an open access scheme aimed at supporting artists and 
producers at different stages throughout their career.  Emerging artists, mid 
career or established practitioners who consider their work to be within the 
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boundaries of Live Art may benefit from Escalator support.  It is open to 
individual artists, collectives or companies.  
 
Which region? 
 
Colchester Arts Centre is located in Arts Council England’s South East Area 
though this programme retains its focus towards Eastern Region artists and 
producers. However, this does not preclude companies based in the wider South 
East Area from applying, or artists from any region particularly those who are 
keen to explore connections and develop practice within the region/with 
organisations based in the East. Please note you must propose a project that will 
take place in or at least benefit the Eastern region in some way.  For the 
purposes of this year’s programme, the East consists of Norfolk, Suffolk, 
Hertfordshire, Essex, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, and the wider South East 
also includes Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Buckinghamshire. 
 
Escalator Live Art is committed to supporting the high risk artists, practices and 
ideas of contemporary culture and particularly the practices of emerging artists, 
and artists from culturally diverse backgrounds. 
 
Application process 
 
Application will be by application form available for download on 
www.colchesterartscentre.com 

 
The application form invites you to respond to the following: 
 
You and Your Work:  
Outline your current practice, creative vision.  Previous work and creative 
practice, track record, partnerships, achievements, documentation 
Escalator Live Art Proposal:   
Identifying the research and development or the project you wish to undertake 
Audience:   
How you might engage with the public, how the work will benefit audiences in 
the short and long term 
Evaluation:   
Documenting activity, evaluation process and feedback. 
  
Any persons with further requirements for accessing, filling in or with any further 
queries about the application form should contact Anthony Roberts at Colchester 
Arts Centre, for further assistance. 
 
All applications will be considered by a panel chaired by Colchester Arts Centre.  
The panel will represent regional and national organisations.  
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Deadline 
 
Monday 11th November 12 noon 
All applications must be submitted on line to Anthony@colchesterartscentre.com 
 
Application Strands 
 
Escalator Live Art will look to support two strands of application: 
 
1. Research and Professional Development 
2. Proposals for projects already researched or for further development 
3. Producers looking to develop their practice  
 
Support Offered and Budgets 
 
Escalator Live Art can offer a range of support.  This can include: 
 

 Targeted mentoring from practicing artists, producers and venue 
representatives 

 Time Out – support to take time out from the grind of routine and 
commercial work commitments to develop ideas  and practice. 

 Scratch performance opportunities 

 Studio / rehearsal space 

 One on one surgeries 

 Peer group networking meetings 

 Professional advice on practical issues such as tax, pension, invoicing and 
accounts 

 Go and see support 
 
For artists seeking to research and development support we are advising 
applications not exceed £10,000.  For projects we advise applications do not 
exceed £15,000.  However, a case may be made for exceeding these sums 
should there be specific need be evidenced.   Please call to discuss directly any 
ideas or concerns. 
 
Assessment criteria: 
 
It is anticipated that there will be more applications than we can support due to 
restricted funds. There will be no mechanistic formula for deciding the merits of 
the applications.  The panel will choose the strongest applications on the basis of 
the strength of the proposal presented.  But applicants who can evidence 
support for their application from regional partners will benefit from the 
partnership.  Partnership support can be in many different forms.  It could be 



 

 

financial, studio space, mentoring, help with managing or producing the project, 
advice or help with feedback and evaluation or simple references of 
recommendation.  
 
What happens next: 
 
Successful applicants will be offered a tailored package of support created in 
consultation with each artist or company. 
 
For some successful candidates it might be appropriate to apply for Grants For 
The Arts with support from Escalator.  This will be for financial support towards  
the project or the research as outlined in the Escalator proposal.  If successful 
artists decide to apply to Grants For The Arts all the normal assessment criteria 
and conditions of this fund apply.  Grants for the Arts applications will benefit 
from Escalator support but are not guaranteed to succeed.  
 
What is Live Art? 
 
Live Art is now recognised as one of the most vital and influential of creative 
spaces in the UK.   Live Art is a research engine, driven by artists who are 
working across forms, contexts and spaces to open up new artistic models, new 
languages for the representation of ideas and new strategies for intervening in 
the public sphere. 
 
Influenced at one extreme by late 20th century Performance Art methodologies 
where fine artists, in a rejection of objects and markets, turned to their body as 
the site and material of their practice, and at the other by enquiries where artists 
broke the traditions of the circumstance and expectations of theatre, a diverse 
range of practitioners in the 21st century – from those working in dance, film 
and video, to performance writing, socio-political activism and the emerging 
languages of the digital age - continue to be excited by the possibilities of the 
live event. 
 
The term Live Art is not a description of an artform or discipline, but a cultural 
strategy to include experimental processes and experiential practices that might 
otherwise be excluded from established curatorial, cultural and critical 
frameworks. Live Art is a framing device for a catalogue of approaches to the 
possibilities of liveness by artists who chose to work across, in between, and at 
the edges of more traditional artistic forms. 
 
Live Art has generated what Joshua Sofaer has referred to as ‘an explosion of 
conventional aesthetics’ as a gene pool of artists, whose work is rooted in a 
broad church of disciplines, have crossed each others paths, blurred each others 
edges and, in the process, opened up new creative forms. 



 

 

To talk about Live Art is to talk about art that invests in ideas of process, 
presence and experience as much as the production of objects or things; art that 
wants to test the limits of the possible and the permissible; and art that seeks to 
be alert and responsive to its contexts, sites and audiences. 
Live Art offers a space in which artists can take formal and conceptual risks, 
create a context to look at different mediums of expression, explore ideas of 
process, presence and endurance, and investigate relationships with an 
audience. 
 
For many artists Live Art is a generative force: to destroy pretence, to create 
sensory immersion, to shock, to break apart traditions of representation, to open 
different kinds of engagement with meaning. 
Live Art practices have constructed new strategies for the expression of identities 
and for many women, gay, culturally diverse and disabled artists, Live Art has 
proved to be a potent site, where the disenfranchised and disembodied become 
visible, and where the politics of difference are contested. 
Disrupting borders, breaking rules, defying traditions, resisting definitions, asking 
awkward questions and activating audiences, Live Art breaks the rules about who 
is making art, how they are making it and who they are making it for. 
Live Art practices have proved to be especially equipped to meet the complexity 
and sophistication of contemporary audiences’ values, identities and 
expectations. Live Art questions assumptions and defies expectations about who 
an audience can be, what they might be interested in, and the means by which 
they can be addressed. 
 
Live Art occupies a huge range of sites and circumstances, from the institutional 
to artist led interventions; from actions in galleries and performances in theatres, 
to artists working outside of the constraints of official culture, within civic or  
social spheres, in challenging and unexpected sites, or at the points where live 
and mediated cultures converge. Some may experience Live Art in a gallery, 
others in a theatre, and others still as an occurrence in some unusual location or 
a process in which they are involved. Live Art can also span extremities of scales 
– from intimate one on one encounters, to civic spectacles, to the mass 
participation of virtual events. Wherever they may take place or whatever shape 
they may be, Live Art practices are concerned with all kinds of interventions in 
the public sphere and all kinds of encounters with an audience.  
 
Live Art offers immersive experiences, often disrupting distinctions between 
spectator and participant. Live Art asks us what it means to be here, now.  In the 
simultaneity and interactivity of a media saturated society, Live Art is about 
immediacy and reality: creating spaces to explore the experience of things, the 
ambiguities of meaning and the responsibilities of our individual agency. 



 

 

Live Art is on the frontline of enquiries into what our culture is and where it is 
located, who our artists are and where they come from, what an audience can 
be and how they can be addressed. 
 
(We are grateful to Live Art Development Agency – LADA - for this definition.  
For further information on LADA visit www.thisisliveart.co.uk 
 
 
Further information: 
 
Anthony Roberts 
Director 
Colchester Arts Centre 
Church Street 
Colchester 
CO1 1NF 
 
01206 500900 
07814 695598 
Anthony@colchesterartscentre.com 
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